
 

BECOME A 
MANIFESTOR 

QUICKER WITH 

YOUR FRIENDS

 

There’s a huge amount of learning available online today. You can study a 
university degree for free, and yet less than 10% of people actually complete 
them. The reason? Simple. For many, studying in solitude is hard work and 
they learn faster in a social environment. When you study online, 10% of your 
growth comes from watching the content, 70% from applying what you learn, 
and 20% happens by sharing the journey with others. So a really great way 
to become a manifestor is to create a social learning group with friends, 
where you can meet, watch the movies and learn together as a tribe. 

Learn the way of the manifestor together with your friends.

HOW TO CREATE A MANIFESTOR LEARNING GROUP 

Go to the ‘learn with friends’ / ‘my program’ pages and either 
send them an email or share a post on social media.
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Book in weekly learning groups to watch the movies, work through 
the tools and support each other to become manifestors together. 

1CREATE A 
MANIFESTOR

LEARNING GROUP

Think about 3 or more friends who are interested in 
self development that would benefit from this program.

Apply yourself to transform your life in between each learning group, 
then bring your progress and challenges to share the following week.

You’re also helping people in developing countries too (see overleaf).

Ask your friends to sign up using the link on the email/post so we 
know they’re your friend (see overleaf about why this matters). 



 

I love supporting people to live well. And although not everyone is born with 
equal opportunities, it doesn’t mean they don’t want to improve their lives. 
It simply means that ‘living well’ might entail finding ways to feed their family 
next week, or get clean drinking water. I’m supporting an amazing crowd 
funding initiative called KIVA, to provide loans that empower less fortunate 
people to achieve amazing results. How it works is simple. Every time a friend 
of yours signs up to manifestor, using the link on your social posts or emails, I 
give a $25 microloan to someone in a developing country who is seeking 
funds to develop their business or community program.        

 

Your learning group will make a difference to people’s lives. 

YOU CAN EMPOWER PEOPLE IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES  

For every friend who signs up to manifestor, I lend $25 to a borrower on kiva.

Every $25 loan helps develop a business which improves lives and communities.  
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EVERY TIME A FRIEND 

SIGNS UP VIA YOUR 

SOCIAL MEDIA POSTS,

I LOAN $25 TO IMPROVE 

A COMMUNITY PROGRAM 

OR SMALL BUSINESS

2HELP SOMEONE 
ELSE ACHIEVE 
THEIR DREAM
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You can read their positive stories in our newsletter each month and see 
which programs we support at www.kiva.org/team/manifestor 
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Whilst you learn to become manifestors, you are simultaneously 
empowering people in developing countries to fulfill their potential.  

It’s a loan, so they pay the money back as their business grows. In turn they 
become independently successful, and no longer rely on handouts.   

Kiva Borrowers: Benkan Group, Mali.

Get your friends to use the link on your email or social post as this notifies 
us to make a loan when they sign up.  

http://www.kiva.org/team/manifestor
http://www.kiva.org/team/manifestor

